INTRODUCTION

Since World War II, approximately 170 million civilians have fallen victim to crimes such as genocide, crimes against humanity, and other human rights violations.1 The principle of universal jurisdiction allows courts in any country to bring to trial those responsible for both crimes against humanity and war crimes.2 In contrast to traditional
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jurisdiction, which requires a connection between the prosecuting state and the crime, the doctrine of universal jurisdiction ignores the nationality of criminals, the nationality of victims, and the location where the crime occurred, leaving only the nature of the crime as a basis for apprehension. The international community, however, has differing views regarding the proper definition, legal status, scope, and application of universal jurisdiction.

Ethical and practical concerns justify the exercise of universal jurisdiction. Criminals who commit crimes against humanity in countries where the legal system cannot, or does not, punish them should be brought to justice by foreign legal systems that are able and willing to do so. The assumption underlying this rationale is that extensive punishment of certain crimes will produce greater deterrence for committing such crimes and thereby lead to improved world order. Moreover, certain international interests can only be protected by an enforcement mechanism that exceeds the reach of traditional sovereignty.

The earliest examples of universal jurisdiction involved the arrest and prosecution of pirates. The modern form of universal jurisdiction, however, took shape with the prosecution of World War II war crimes in the Nuremberg Trials. The Nuremberg Trials paved the way for more recent instances of universal jurisdiction such as the Pinochet arrest. Both of these historical events helped shape modern laws surrounding universal jurisdiction and exposed both the advantages and problems related to exercising foreign legal jurisdiction.
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China has a history of violating international human rights laws; the most famous event being the 1989 Tiananmen Square Massacre where hundreds, maybe thousands of Chinese protestors were killed by the Chinese military. Chinese citizens have experienced imprisonment without trial, censorship, torture, harassment, religious repression, and ethnic persecution. In 2008, the Chinese government violently repressed thousands of monks in Tibet for protesting China’s discriminatory treatment. In response, two lawsuits were filed in Spanish courts accusing Chinese officials of crimes against humanity and demanding their presence before the court for investigation. The lawsuits were filed under the principle of universal jurisdiction.

To start my analysis of universal jurisdiction, Part I of my note will trace the historical evolution of universal jurisdiction. In Part II, I will analyze modern case studies of universal jurisdiction as well as the current laws and authorities that govern the topic. Part III will compare and contrast the use, or lack of use, of universal jurisdiction over China’s violations of international law with other case studies. Additionally, I will review other instances of universal jurisdiction being exercised over China’s human rights violations. Finally, I will conclude that China’s growth as a superpower has weakened the practice of universal jurisdiction to a point that could result in the end of the universal jurisdiction doctrine entirely.

I. HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION

A. INITIAL DEVELOPMENT OF UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

The doctrine of universal jurisdiction was created to address the crime of piracy. Flag states of ships attacked by pirates used the doctrine of universal jurisdiction to justify defending and pursuing
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pirates regardless of their nationalities.\textsuperscript{15} The premise for this was that ships were considered extensions of their home country’s territory and therefore attacks against a country’s ships permitted retaliation over the non-national party for piracy crimes.\textsuperscript{16} Additionally, because the right to navigate the high seas was universally available to every country, infringement of that right should be universally punishable.\textsuperscript{17}

The next major historical example of universal jurisdiction occurred during the aftermath of World War II. Prior to World War II, individuals were not subject to international law.\textsuperscript{18} Countries could handle their citizens in whatever way they wished and could only exercise power over a foreign citizen by cooperating directly with the citizen’s home country.\textsuperscript{19} It was only after the slaughter of millions during the Holocaust in World War II, that the necessity of operating outside of traditional jurisdictions to prosecute certain crimes became obvious.\textsuperscript{20} As a result, the first modern form of universal jurisdiction manifested itself in the Nuremberg Trials, which were held to prosecute war criminals for crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{21} These trials would serve as the precedent for future cases of universal jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{22}

The Nuremberg Trials resulted in the codification of certain crimes in international instruments.\textsuperscript{23} Following the war, the 1948 Genocide Convention identified genocide as an international crime and required countries to “prevent and punish” instances of genocide.\textsuperscript{24} The Convention, however, only obligated enforcement within the jurisdiction where the genocide occurred.\textsuperscript{25} A few years after the Genocide Convention, the Geneva Conventions of 1949 first codified the concept
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of universal jurisdiction. The Geneva Conventions stated that parties have the right and the duty to prosecute or extradite individuals suspected of war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide.

Yet these Conventions only served as a model to be ratified by states. It was not until the 1984 Torture Convention—which expressly required party states to outlaw torture under their respective national laws—that an enforcement mechanism based on universal jurisdiction was created. The Convention required parties to prosecute or extradite alleged criminals, which established a network between party states that prosecuted violators regardless of where the crime occurred.

**B. THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT**

After the Nuremberg Trials demonstrated the concept of universal jurisdiction by prosecuting war crimes, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda became the first court to convict a criminal under modern international genocide law in 1994. The United Nations created the tribunal to prosecute criminals responsible for genocide and other crimes against humanity in Rwanda. Another international response to human rights violations was the creation of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, which was created by the United Nations to prosecute crimes of ethnic cleansing committed by political and military leaders during the Yugoslav Wars. These two international tribunals were followed by the inception of the International Criminal Court in 1998 by the Rome Statute.

The International Criminal Court (ICC) is a permanent tribunal created by the 1998 Rome Statute that prosecutes individuals who violate international law. In addition to previous international crimes, the
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Rome Statute also criminalized aiding and abetting any war crimes, acts of genocide, or other crimes against humanity. The ICC’s jurisdiction is mixed with individual states’ jurisdiction. When a crime occurs, the ICC first defers to a state that has an interest in prosecuting the crime. This state is usually either the state where the crime took place or the state where the criminal is from. If the state’s legal system fails to prosecute the criminal, either because it is unwilling or unable to do so, jurisdiction is conferred to the ICC. The ICC, though, can only exercise its jurisdiction in three cases: when the criminal is a national of a party state, if the crime occurred within a party state, or if the United Nations Security Council refers the incident to the ICC.

II. MODERN DAY CASE STUDIES

A. ADOLF EICHMANN

The first individual convicted under the modern concept of universal jurisdiction was Adolf Eichmann, a high-ranking Nazi officer who was one of the major orchestrators of the Holocaust. Eichmann escaped prosecution under the Nuremberg Trials by fleeing to Argentina after World War II. After living there for almost two decades without detection, Israeli intelligence discovered his whereabouts and executed a mission to capture him from within the borders of Argentina. He was taken to Israel where he stood trial for war crimes and crimes against humanity and was subsequently found guilty and hung.

The capture of Eichmann within Argentina’s borders was met with heavy international protest. Israel based its jurisdiction on its own Nazi and Nazi Collaborators Law of 1950, which provided for the death penalty against anyone who committed a crime against the Jewish people.
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during the Nazi regime. Argentina considered Israeli infiltration of Argentina’s borders a violation of its sovereign rights. Generally, a country’s territorial sovereignty is absolute under international law. It is a violation of international law for any foreign country to exercise power over another country’s territory without its consent. Israel, however, was able to avoid violating this international law by claiming that the Israelis that captured Eichmann were private volunteers who were acting without the Israeli Government’s knowledge or consent.

B. AUGUSTO PINOCHET

In 1998, ex-Chilean dictator General Augusto Pinochet was arrested for crimes against humanity while receiving medical treatment in the United Kingdom. A Spanish court had issued an arrest warrant under Spain’s universal jurisdiction law. Article 23.4 of the Judicial Power Organization Act, enacted in 1985, allowed Spain to exercise jurisdiction over foreign citizens for crimes such as torture, genocide, hostage-taking, and crimes against humanity. The arrest warrant demanded Pinochet’s extradition to Spain where he would be charged with causing the disappearance, murder, and torture of thousands of supposed political opponents in the course of his seventeen-year reign as Chilean President.

The Pinochet arrest resulted in mixed reactions from the global community. President Eduardo Frei Ruiz-Tagle, then President of Chile, opposed his arrest as well as his extradition to Spain for trial. Former US President George H.W. Bush and former English Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher publicly condemned Pinochet’s arrest. While Mary
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Robinson, the former United Nations High Commissioner of Human Rights, and Amnesty International praised Spain’s effort to punish the international crime of torture.\footnote{See Straw Considers Pinochet Case, BBC NEWS (Mar. 25, 1999), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/302487.stm; see also Pinochet must go to Spain, says Amnesty, BBC NEWS (Jan. 21, 1999), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/260124.stm.}

The arrest and extradition were challenged in English courts and made it to the United Kingdom’s highest court, the House of Lords.\footnote{See Andrea Bianchi, Immunity versus Human Rights: The Pinochet Case, 10 EUR. J. INT’L L. 237, 239-40 (1999), available at http://ejil.oxfordjournals.org/content/10/2/237.full.pdf.} Pinochet argued that he had immunity under the State Immunity Act because the alleged acts were undertaken while he was performing official duties as head of state.\footnote{Id. at 239-40.} However, the House of Lords ruled that a former head of state does not enjoy immunity for crimes such as torture, genocide, hostage-taking, and crimes against humanity, even if they were performed in an official capacity.\footnote{Id. at 240.} The House of Lords explained that certain acts are “not acceptable on the part of anyone” and that immunity under the State Immunity Act only extends to acts that are internationally recognized as official functions of a head of state.\footnote{Id at 240-41.} The House of Lords also ruled that since torture did not become an “extraterritorial offense”\footnote{Id at 244.} until the enactment of the 1988 Criminal Justice Act, they could only prosecute Pinochet for crimes that allegedly occurred after 1988.\footnote{See Richard Tyler, Pinochet Returns to Chile after Britain halts extradition proceedings, WORLD SOCIALIST WEB SITE, (Mar. 3, 2000), http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2000/03/pino-m03.html.}

Ultimately, Pinochet was not extradited to Spain and instead was released because of health reasons in 2000.\footnote{See Irit Kohn, Universal Jurisdiction, in ISRAEL AT 60: CONfronting THE RISING CHALLENGE TO ITS HISTORICAL AND LEGAL RIGHTS 46–48 (2009), available at http://jcpa.org/text/Israel60_Kohn.pdf.} Although Pinochet was never tried for his crimes, the Pinochet arrest was a historic event that helped shape modern laws surrounding universal jurisdiction in addition to exposing the advantages and problems related to exercising foreign legal jurisdiction. It was the first time an official was arrested in a foreign country under the principle of universal jurisdiction for crimes

allegedly committed in his home country. The arrest unveiled the competing values of a state’s sovereignty and the prosecution of human rights violations.67

C. DONALD RUMSFELD AND OTHER US OFFICIALS

In 2004, photos leaked to the public revealed US military personnel torturing Iraqi prisoners.68 The photos were taken at the Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad and showed military guards performing extreme acts of torture against suspected Iraqi terrorists.69 After international and public outrage, several low-level officers were court-martialed and convicted for prisoner abuse and torture,70 but the investigation into high-level US officials’ involvement in the scandal was never pursued, prompting international lawyers to file criminal complaints on behalf of former Iraqi prisoners in 2004 and 2006.71 The criminal complaints accused Donald Rumsfeld and other high-ranking US officials of prisoner abuse and torture and were filed under Germany’s universal jurisdiction laws.72

The complaints cited the German Code of Crimes against International Law (CCAIL) of 2002, which was implemented by Germany to ensure that its criminal offenses paralleled the crimes outlawed by the Rome Statute.73 The CCAIL’s objectives include promoting “the fundamental principles of international criminal and humanitarian law,” as well as ensuring prosecution of criminals who violate international laws.74 Specifically, the CCAIL holds military and civilian officials liable for their subordinates’ actions if the officials fail to prevent and stop the illegal acts.75

The CCAIL also states, “the investigation and prosecution duty is not limited to crimes which have a German connection.”76 Therefore,
the CCAIL enables prosecution of crimes committed outside of German borders without regard to the criminal or victim’s nationality. On the other hand, the CCAIL contains jurisdictional language that is similar to the International Criminal Court’s mixed jurisdiction. Jurisdiction is first given to states that have a traditional interest in the matter before being passed on to foreign authorities.

Despite the language of the CCAIL, German prosecutors said that there was no link between the alleged crimes committed by Donald Rumsfeld and other high-ranking US officials and Germany. They did not initiate investigation of Rumsfeld or other US officials and subsequently dropped the charges. In response, the plaintiffs petitioned Germany’s Higher Regional Court to review the prosecutor’s refusal to pursue the charges. Contrary to the CCAIL’s emphasis on ending impunity, the court refused to consider the question of whether or not the United States sufficiently investigated and prosecuted the charges against the defendants so that jurisdiction could be conferred to German courts to prosecute the claims. Instead, the court simply held that “the question can remain open whether the acts charged were sufficiently prosecuted by other states.”

Germany’s reluctance to pursue action against Rumsfeld and the other US officials illustrates how political concerns often overlap with the legal requirements of universal jurisdiction laws. Prosecutors were required by both German law and international law to pursue the criminal complaints brought by the former detainees; however, the United States’ status as a world power put political pressure on German prosecutors to drop the charges, even though they were legally obligated to pursue the charges.

III. UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION IN CHINA

China is a relatively new world power and is one of the few remaining developed countries that still blatantly violates international
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human rights laws. Similar to the United States’ status as a world power, China has substantial political influence that alters international treatment of Chinese affairs. International law might obligate countries to exercise universal jurisdiction over Chinese violations of human rights, acts of genocide, and other crimes against humanity, but actual prosecution of these crimes has been wholly unsuccessful.

A. ATTEMPTED EXERCISE OF UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION

1. Tibet

China’s history of violating international human rights laws is well known. In 1950, the People’s Republic of China gained control over Tibetan land and incorporated Tibet into China by sending thousands of troops to invade the region and establish martial law. After a failed anti-Chinese uprising in 1959, the Dalai Lama fled Tibet to India and established a government in exile. Over the next twenty years, China would repress the Tibetan people by depriving them of human rights and denying them political and religious freedom. China subjected the Tibetan people to torture, forced labor, and ethnic cleansing through sterilization, ethnic dilution, forced abortions, and infanticide. Since 1950, over one million Tibetans have been killed by the Chinese government.

In 2005, two lawsuits were filed under the doctrine of universal jurisdiction in Spanish courts accusing Chinese officials of crimes against humanity and genocide of the Tibetan people. The Spanish Supreme Court in 2004 had tried to limit Spain’s universal jurisdiction doctrine by requiring a link between national interests and prosecution of an alleged universal crime; more specifically, the court tried to require
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that alleged victims and defendants of universal crimes be of Spanish citizenry. The Spanish Constitutional Tribunal—Spain’s highest court for the interpretation of the Spanish constitution—however, held that a linkage between national interests and the alleged crime is not required when exercising universal jurisdiction. The court reasoned that the concept of universal jurisdiction only considers the “substantive nature” of the alleged crimes and whether they affect the international community. In particular, requiring that the alleged victims or defendants be Spanish citizens would contradict the universal jurisdiction doctrine’s objective of prosecuting crimes universally. The Constitutional Tribunal also pointed out that no Spanish law or international law limits the exercise of universal jurisdiction by requiring a link between national interests and prosecution of the alleged crime.

Shortly after this decision, the criminal complaints accusing Jiang Zemin, the former Chinese president, and other Chinese officials of crimes against humanity and genocide were filed. The lawsuits demanded the presence of the former Chinese president and former prime minister before the Spanish High Court for investigation. The Chinese government responded by condemning the lawsuits as attempts to interfere with Chinese sovereignty.

Another lawsuit stemming from Chinese repression of Tibetans was filed in Spanish court in 2008. Tibetan mobs had used the international attention of the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing to protest China’s treatment of Tibet. The Chinese government responded by imposing strict curfews and banning journalists from Tibetan populated areas, and arresting and interrogating thousands of protesters.
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The complaint accused then Chinese Minister of Defense Lian Guanglie, then Chinese Minister of State Security Geng Huichang, and other Chinese officials of committing crimes against humanity by brutally attacking the Tibetan civilian population after the protests. The complaint claimed that approximately two hundred Tibetans were killed and thousands were injured, illegally arrested, and held in a “generalized and systemic attack” against the Tibetan population. The Spanish courts admitted the complaint and requested permission from China to interrogate the defendants named in the complaint. China refused and demanded immediate dismissal of the case. The Chinese embassy stated that refusal to comply would result in damage to the relationship between Spain and China. The Spanish legislature responded by passing a law that restricted Spain’s ability to exercise universal jurisdiction. The law only allowed Spanish courts to investigate incidents that involved Spanish citizens, occurred on Spanish soil, or had some other link to Spanish affairs.

2. Falun Gong

In 1999, the Chinese Communist Party initiated a crackdown of Falun Gong practitioners with the intention of eliminating the practice from the country. Falun Gong is a peaceful, spiritual practice that emphasizes moral values and virtues combined with the practice of mediation and slow-moving relaxation exercises. The Chinese government saw the practice of Falun Gong as a potential cause of social and political instability and therefore created an expansive plan to quash the movement that was becoming widely popular in China. Then
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President Jiang Zemin classified Falun Gong as an “evil cult” that was an “anti-government, anti-society, family-wrecking organization.” He ordered the police force to arrest all known Falun Gong leaders as well as any Falun Gong practitioners. Authorities destroyed any Falun Gong materials such as books, posters, or tapes. Zemin also issued directives to later legitimize the crackdown as a legal act of the legislature. The Communist Party also enacted legislation that banned cult organizations and created media campaigns to gather public support for the government’s crackdown.

The campaign to eradicate Falun Gong was met with fierce opposition from practitioners as well as the international community. Immediately after the start of the crackdown, Falun Gong supporters erupted in mass protest across the country. Some supporters protested through hunger strikes, while other supporters turned to more drastic measures of self-harm such as self-immolation and even suicide: seven Falun Gong supporters set themselves on fire in Tiananmen Square to protest the government’s crackdown. To this day, however, Falun Gong followers and supporters have not turned to violence in their protests. Their leader, Li Hongzhi, issued a public statement soon after the crackdown began, saying “we are not against the government now, nor will we be in the future. Other people may treat us badly, but we do not treat others badly, nor do we treat people as enemies.”

The crackdown on Falun Gong is still happening to this day. In response, supporters have been actively filing lawsuits against Jiang Zemin, the Chinese Communist Party, and the China. As of 2006, over
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seventy lawsuits have been filed in over twenty countries. In the United States alone, seventeen lawsuits have been filed on behalf of Falun Gong. These lawsuits attempt to implicate universal jurisdiction to remedy international law violations.

B. ALTERNATIVES TO UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION

While the United States often exercises universal jurisdiction over foreign affairs, it also often overlooks crimes depending on where the crimes occur. An example of this double standard is the United States’ relationship with China. China has often breached international human rights laws, but has managed to escape any sort of real punishment because of its political and economic clout. Much like Germany’s reluctance to prosecute Donald Rumsfeld and other US officials for prisoner abuse and torture, the United States, as well as other countries, are hesitant to hold China accountable for human rights violations. In these cases, the countries do not exercise universal jurisdiction over Chinese crimes, but may take indirect avenues to express their disapproval.

1. Tiananmen Square

In 1989, Chinese protestors, consisting mostly of students and local residents, gathered in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square to protest China’s communist rule and to call for political liberalization and
economic reforms. The government responded by sending armed troops and tanks that ended the protests by killing hundreds and maybe thousands of civilians. To this day, Chinese citizens are still denied freedom of speech. Any attempt to memorialize or criticize the massacre is strictly prohibited by Chinese authorities and could lead to arrest and imprisonment.

The international community denounced China’s violent suppression by imposing arms embargos as well as economic sanctions. The United Nations Commission on Human Rights and its subsidiary, the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, responded by adopting a resolution that criticized China’s actions. The resolution was the first of its kind. A permanent member of the UN’s Security Council had never before been denounced for its domestic human rights policy. China responded by claiming that the resolution treaded on its sovereignty and was an attempt to interfere with China’s internal affairs. Additionally, China responded by using its economic power to disrupt support for the commission’s resolution. China utilized a strategy that simultaneously offered rewards and threatened punishment to UN member states. For example, after persuading France, Germany, and Spain to withdraw their sponsorship for the resolution, China warned Denmark that its support of the resolution would significantly harm their bilateral relations.
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The US publicly denounced and criticized China’s brutal reaction to the protests. Then President George H.W. Bush cutoff all high-level government exchanges with China and suspended all visits. President Bush’s actions were supposedly an attempt to appease Congress and prevent any sanctions that could be overly harsh. Later, secret US State Department documents were released under the Freedom of Information Act that revealed the president’s administration’s true stance on the massacre. The documents revealed that the US government was more concerned with the political and economic disruptions that might result from the turmoil as opposed to the suppression of innocent Chinese protestors.

2. Chen Guangcheng

Chen Guangcheng is a blind Chinese self-made human rights lawyer who sued the Chinese government to stop the practice of forced abortions in his town. On his way to trial one day, he was abducted by authorities and threatened with a long prison term. After he failed to cooperate with negotiations, he was placed under indefinite house arrest. When he attempted to go to trial to fight the charges being levied against him, he was denied representation by his lawyers and was represented against his will by two state-appointed attorneys instead.
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He was eventually sentenced to four years of prison.\textsuperscript{153} When he was released in 2010, although he was legally a free man, guards and authorities constantly monitored his house and prevented him from leaving as well as preventing any guests from visiting.\textsuperscript{154} The same guards would constantly beat him and his wife.\textsuperscript{155} After a year and a half of this, he fled his house for the US embassy in Beijing.\textsuperscript{156} The United States provided diplomatic protection and eventually Secretary of State Hillary Clinton negotiated a deal with the Chinese government that brought him to live and study in the United States.\textsuperscript{157}

3. Liu Xiabo

Liu Xiabo is another human rights activist who is most famous for his involvement in the Tiananmen Square protests and his help in drafting Charter 08.\textsuperscript{158} Charter 08 is a manifesto that calls for human rights reform in China.\textsuperscript{159} It was drafted by Chinese intellectuals and signed by thousands of human rights activists.\textsuperscript{160} Because of his involvement in drafting Charter 08, he was arrested and imprisoned for “political crimes.”\textsuperscript{161} His arrest and imprisonment was met with wide spread protest.\textsuperscript{162} In 2010, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize while he was still imprisoned.\textsuperscript{163} By awarding the Nobel Peace Prize to a Chinese dissident who is currently imprisoned, the international community expressed its disapproval of Chinese’s human rights violations.
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C. ASSESSING UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION IN CHINA

Generally, under international law, individuals cannot file lawsuits against a country in international tribunals.[^164^] Filing suit in a foreign court is therefore one of the few options available to victims of human rights violations.[^165^] This option is limited because courts are concerned about the possibility of a foreign state intervening in internal domestic affairs and upsetting a state’s sovereign power.[^166^] Thus, the appropriate question is whether a universal jurisdiction crime is so egregious that it justifies impeding another state’s sovereign power.[^167^]

China’s position as a growing world power complicates this question by introducing additional factors. The international community has to account for the potential political and economic consequences of condemning or sanctioning China.[^168^] Additionally, China is a permanent, veto power wielding member of the UN Security Council.[^169^] Therefore, attempted international interference with China’s affairs presents unique issues for the doctrine of universal jurisdiction.

China’s position as a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council, as well as a growing world power, has made it difficult for the international community to sanction China through traditional methods.[^170^] For example, after the Tiananmen Square Massacre, China was able to pressure many member states into withdrawing their support for a formal resolution against China’s actions.[^171^] Furthermore, it was revealed that harsher sanctions were not passed against China because the United States did not want to upset the political and economic relationship between the two countries.[^172^]

Nevertheless, the international community has been more blatant about protesting China’s human rights violations and therefore more willing to upset the political and economic status quo that exists between China and the rest of the world.[^173^] For example, awarding the Nobel
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Peace prize to Liu Xiabo, while he was still imprisoned by the Chinese government for his advocacy of human rights, was an indirect but clear message from the international community expressing its disapproval with China.\textsuperscript{174} Another, less subtle, example is US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s recent rescue of Chen Guangcheng from the hands of the Chinese government and the subsequent granting of US visas to his family.\textsuperscript{175} Chen’s rescue symbolizes a new willingness by the United States to directly interfere with China’s domestic human rights policy.

The emergence of alternatives to universal jurisdiction signals a shift in the enforcement of human rights violations. Countries are steering away from the straightforward and sometimes intrusive exercise of universal jurisdiction and turning to more subtle, indirect alternatives.\textsuperscript{176} China’s repeated success in defeating universal jurisdiction actions, combined with China’s unique characteristic of being both a fast growing international power and a continuous human rights violator, has catalyzed the shift to less intrusive alternatives and could minimize the practice of universal jurisdiction to a point of extinction.

### III. Conclusion

China’s position as a global political and economic power makes the exercise of universal jurisdiction over human rights violations in China very difficult. China has defended its position using many different arguments. China insists that “it is natural for countries to differ on human rights” because of differing “level[s] of development and other social, cultural and historical particularities.”\textsuperscript{177} Furthermore, China has defended its ability to govern its own domestic affairs by stating that Asian values emphasize the well-being and stability of the collective as opposed to the rights of the individual.\textsuperscript{178} Another argument used by China is that Chinese society prioritizes social and economic rights over civil and political rights.\textsuperscript{179} China has used these arguments, along with their political and economic clout, to thwart attempts by foreign courts to
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exercise universal jurisdiction over its domestic human rights policy.\textsuperscript{180} The result of China’s repeated success in defeating these universal jurisdiction actions is a weakened perception of universal jurisdiction’s legitimacy and practicality.

Additionally, the failure of the international community to effectively use universal jurisdiction to enforce human rights laws in China has resulted in a shift to more subtle and less formal alternatives.\textsuperscript{181} China has publicly expressed a desire to make progress with the international community when dealing with universal jurisdiction,\textsuperscript{182} but China’s characteristic of being both a growing superpower and a constant human rights violator has only magnified the existing problems with the universal jurisdiction doctrine.

With China acting as a catalyst, universal jurisdiction’s legitimacy is being undermined and the foundational principles of the doctrine are being overlooked. Governments should not be able to escape responsibility for violating crimes against humanity, however, a court attempting to exercise jurisdiction over violations of universal jurisdiction crimes realistically has to consider the political and economic consequences of interference.\textsuperscript{183} China’s success in avoiding liability under universal jurisdiction actions, combined with China’s rapid growth and habitual human rights violations, has increased the use of less intrusive alternatives and could drive the practice of universal jurisdiction to extinction.
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